Catchment Data & Evidence Forum 2021 – Summary
The Catchment Data & Evidence Forum was organised by the CaBA Catchment Data User Group (CDUG), which is a
multi-sectoral CaBA working group, consisting of data users, data providers and modellers. This year the FORUM was
again held online bringing together over 100 people from across the catchment, coastal and nature recovery data
and evidence community. The keynote presentation on ‘Data Visualisation’ was given by Adam Frost from Add Two
and highlighted the importance of the ‘Find,
Design, Make, Refine’ process in visualising and
successfully communicating a data story. This
was followed by a mix of lightning talks,
discussions and interactive voting. There were
sessions on nature recovery and biodiversity;
health, wellbeing and nature connectedness;
citizen science and monitoring; and coastal and
marine management. Two spotlight webinars
followed the FORUM to go into greater detail on
two of this year’s key themes; data visualisation
and biodiverstiy recovery.

Progress from last year’s FORUM
The Catchment Monitoring Cooperative, (CMC): The FORUM is working, evidence collated from the wider data &
evidence community during the past three FORUMs has helped to create consensus, provide a mandate for the CMC
and co-design a program of work. The CMC has been successful in securing significant funding from the Ofwat
Innovation Fund for a three year programme of work to begin a real transformational change in local evidence
gathering.
Building links with the nature recovery network and coastal partnerships network: Last year attendees voted to
broaden the FORUM to be more inclusive and include nature recovery and coasts and estuaries as key themes. This
year we had dedicated sessions in these areas chaired by representatives of Natural England and the Coastal
Partnerships Network. Working with the CaBA Biodiversity Working Group we have developed the CaBA Biodiversity
Data Hub. New layers have also been added to v6 of the data package including the National Habitat Network Maps,
Priority Habitat: river, stream and lake restoration priorities, Modular River Survey (MoRPh) citizen science data, and
opportunity mapping for coastal habitat restoration all of which support progress towards a common evidence base
for CaBA, NRN (Nature Recovery Networks) and CoBA (Coastal Based Approach).

What do we need to do next based on feedback from this year’s FORUM?
Building knowledge capital and technical capability: The FORUM provides a shop window for the latest developments
within the community. The flash talks and webinars continue to be an effective way to build knowledge capital and
strengthen the networks that are required to build technical capacity across CaBA with 100% saying they found the
FOURM very or somewhat useful. Voting feedback (Annex 1) suggests that to enable partnerships to get the most out
of the CaBA Data Package there is now a desire to move forward from basic GIS support and provision of datasets to
more advanced GIS support, together with support on how to interpret and apply datasets, coupled with interest in
further data visualisation training and modelling approaches such as flood damages avoided modelling, Farmscoper,
and remote sensing.

Nature Recovery Network and Local Nature Recovery Strategies: (NRN/LNRS): This session was voted most useful at
the FORUM with a clear appetite for more join up. 92% voted to include sessions on nature recovery at future FORUMs,
with 50% wanting to know more about LNRS. Cross linking between the National Habitat Map portal required under
the Environment Bill and the CaBA data portals would be possible and desirable. The CaBA portals can provide useful
data for LNRS creation, but its real strength may lie in helping to take the strategic opportunities through to on the
ground delivery. Access to local habitat data such as local wildlife site condition and local biodiversity opportunity
mapping were highlighted as key areas where data could be lacking to support the development of LNRS.
Coastal Based Approach (CoBA): We need to encourage much greater collaboration between catchment and coastal
partnerships to ensure linkages between catchments and coasts are made (88% of people voting said they had little
or no engagement with coastal issues or coastal partnerships and that they had little or no awareness of what coastal
data was available). However, there does appear to be appetite for greater linkage as 50% of people voting were keen
to see coastal and estuarine sessions included in future FORUMs.

How should government agencies respond?
Support the CMC: Government agencies should be open to and back development of the CMC and be enablers in the
development of interoperable platforms and standardised and accredited methods that facilitate the integration of
citizen science and government data to fill knowledge gaps.
Back CaBA, CoBA and NRN as the non-regulatory driving force behind the 25 YEP. These are not competing
initiatives and government should actively support and encourage join-up, collaboration and the development of a
common evidence base. Natural England could lead the way in this by co-chairing CDUG to help guide work
towards increasing technical skills and knowledge related to biodiversity and nature recovery so that partnerships
can deliver for both NRN and CaBA.
Transparency of data is key: Government agencies should continue to promote ‘Open by default’ and find innovative
solutions that are consistent with IPR and licensing, but which allow communities to make evidence-based decisions.
Significant steps have been made over the past year with the release of EDM data from water companies, the
publication of peaty soils information and release of the BIOSYS. Key datasets that remain difficult to access include
soil data, abstractions data and the OS Water Network layer.

What worked well in this year’s FORUM?
Feedback on the day confirmed that 100% of attendees found the FORUM very useful (68%) or somewhat useful
(32%) and the online format was 100% ‘Good’ or ‘Excellent’. The majority would like to see an online component
retained next year either through a blended format (both in person or online) (57%) or fully online (36%). The online
format allows a far wider attendance with over 100 attendees from 80+ organisations attending across the 2 days.

Priorities for next year’s FORUM
One Forum to support the 25YP. Attendees supported the continued inclusion of sessions on nature recovery and
coastal and estuarine issues enabling the FORUM to deliver for CaBA, NRN and CoBA. Climate change could be the
lead cross cutting theme for next year’s FORUM. Moving forward some of this year’s key themes particularly making
further progress on access and capacity to use biodiversity data and development of recreational access and blue
spaces mapping could also be focus areas for CDUG over the next year.

Outputs
The results from the interactive voting and the full list of presentations and weblinks are contained in the annexes.
Outputs from the FORUM, including videos of the presentations are found on the CaBA Website:
https://catchmentbasedapproach.org/learn/catchment-data-and-evidence-forum-2021/

Annex 1 – Voting Results

Annex 2 Webinar Summary

Annex 3 – Presentations and Weblinks

Annex 1 – Voting Results
The first set of questions were focused on the Local Nature Recovery Strategies
1. How well do you feel you
understand what a Local Nature
Recovery Strategy is?

2.

In which areas do you think
data could be lacking to
support the Local Nature
Recovery Strategies? (Please
select all that apply).

The next set of questions were focused on coastal, estuarine and marine issues and engagement.

1. Are you working on
estuary/coastal/marine issues?

2. Do you think you have access
to enough coastal, estuarine
and marine data?

3. Have you engaged with your
local coastal/estuary
partnership (or are you
aware of them)?

The third set of questions were on training and support needs
1. Would you like further training in data visualisation?

1.

Would you like more training
in data visualisation?
*output combines voting from Day1
& Day2 (Re-thinking Data webinar)

2.

What training do you need to
make best use of the CaBA
Data Package v6? (select all
that apply).

40/52 77%

Yes

No

10/52 19%

Don’t
know

2/52 4%

3.

4.

Which tools and catchment
models do you need training
and support in? (select all
that apply).

Which of these themes
would you most like CDUG
and next year’s Forum to
focus on? (select top
priority).

The final set of questions provided feedback on the day

1.

Overall how would you rate
this year’s Forum?

2.

How useful do you find
the Forum?

3.

Would you like the Forum
to be held again next
year?

4.

Would you like the Forum
to be held in person or
online next year?

5.

Which session did you find
most useful?

6.

Do you want us to
continue to include nature
recovery and coastal
themed sessions at the
Forum?

Annex 2 Webinar Summary
Webinar 1: Re-thinking Data
Organisers: The Rivers Trust and CaBA Comms Team
Key Theme: Data Visualisation Watch webinar
90% of information absorbed by the brain is visual. Great data visualisation can help you to communicate your key
data stories better, make a greater impact with your audience and help drive action and change behaviour. In this
webinar Jayne Mann and Emily Cooper from The Rivers Trust and CaBA Communications Team explain the
importance of good data visualisation and share practical tips and demos to help you design a great data story.
Includes using Canva and Flourish to make impactful infographics, find high quality free imagery, and make
interactive charts and animations to bring your data to life.

Webinar 2: Identifying Important Freshwater Areas
Organisers: Freshwater Habitats Trust
Key Theme: Biodiversity and Nature Recovery Watch webinar More Details
The Important Freshwater Area (IFA) concept has been developed by the Freshwater Habitats Trust to help target
action to protect freshwater biodiversity and develop projects to best protect, restore and improve connectivity for
freshwater. At the heart of the concept is the key principle that, to stem the decline in freshwater biodiversity and
prevent further extinctions of freshwater species, both regionally and nationally, it is essential that we protect the
remaining high-quality areas, the Important Freshwater Areas (IFAs), and strategically restore and create new highquality habitats to extend these areas, and so improve connectivity and resilience. In this webinar Hannah Worker
from the Freshwater Habitats Trust introduces the IFA concept and explains the different sources of data used, how
to apply the analysis, and how the approach has been used to target delivery of practical freshwater conservation
projects.

Annex 3: Presentations and Weblinks
Watch the session videos all the way through or click the talk titles to open the video at that location. Click the
weblinks or further info column for key resources or further information.
Day 1: https://youtu.be/Tt95ZgaDDmg
Talk title and Video Link

Welcome and introduction
Keynote: Data Visualisation

CaBA Data Package v6 Update
Pollution from road runoff: how it's
affecting your catchment
Spatial prioritisation for nature-based
solutions - Outcome: increased ground
and surface water resources
Constructed wetland design guidance

Presenters

Organisation

Weblinks or Further
Info

Welcome & Keynote
Lucy Butler
CaBA Technical Team Forum Outputs
Adam Frost
Add Two
Website
More info
Lightning Talks Session 1
Heather Bell and
CaBA Technical Team CaBA Open Data Hub
Catherine McIlwraith
Jo Bradley
Stormwater
Website
Shepherds UK
Andrew MackennyEnvironment Agency Contact
Jeffs
Matt Simpson

Constructed
Wetlands
Association

Data & evidence to support nature recovery and biodiversity
Data and evidence to support the Local
Matt Low
Natural England
Nature Recovery Strategies

Northumberland Local Nature Recovery
Strategy
West of England – Water Recovery
Network

Abi Mansley

CaBA Biodiversity Hub
Update on freshwater habitat data
projects under the priority habitat driver

Lucy Butler
Chris Mainstone and
Ruth Hall

Siobhan Lamb

Contact

Local Nature Recovery
Strategy pilots
Consultation
StoryMap

Northumbria County
Council
Bristol Avon
More details
Catchment
Partnership
CaBA Technical Team CaBA Biodiversity Hub
Natural England
Priority Habitats Portal

Talk title and Video Link

Presenters

Organisation

Lightning Talks Session 2
Visualising catchment connectivity and
Sam Westwood and
Anglian Water
associated risk change using satellite and Gary Hodgetts
weather station data
Forget passability and big dams: lessons Josh Jones
Swansea University
from barrier removal modelling and
eDNA
Evaluating the Defra NFM 15 million
Heather Bell
CaBA Technical Team
Project
Virtual field visits
Caitlin Pearson and
West Cumbria Rivers
Sim Reaney
Trust and Durham
University
Health, wellbeing and nature
Nature Connectedness
Miles Richardson
Derby University
The CaBA Health and Wellbeing
Ellie Brown
Ribble Rivers Trust
Evidence Base

Are Oxford’s rivers safe to swim in?
Using citizen science and a water
company
Smart Rivers – Going the extra mile for
monitoring
Pushing the boundaries: expanding the
scope of Riverfly data
Using MoRPh for data and evidence of
physical habitat change
Baseline assessment of the River Chess –
Smarter Water Catchments

Citizen science and monitoring
Claire Robertson
Thames21

Lauren Harley

Weblinks or Further
Info
Contact

More details

NFM Monitoring and
Evaluation Tool
3D model
Aerial photosphere

More details
CaBA Health &
Wellbeing Evidence
Base

More details

More details

Richard Chadd

Salmon & Trout
Conservation
Environment Agency

Lucy Shuker

Cartographer

More details

Kate Heppell and
Angela Bartlett

More details

Queen Mary
River Chess StoryMap
University of London
and Kings College
London
The Catchment Monitoring Cooperative
Michelle Walker
CaBA Technical
Contact
Support Team
Taking a wholescape approach to catchment, coastal and marine management
Modelling the impact of catchment
Paulette Posen and
CEFAS
Contact
activities on coastal marine ecosystems
Naomi Greenwood
SWAT Model
Water: Now and for the future. What
Thea Wingfield
Environment Agency Contact
evidence do we need for decision
making?
Long-term strategic coastal monitoring
Charlie Thompson
Channel Coastal
More details
in England
Observatory
Guiding the restoration of our estuaries
Ben Green
Environment Agency Handbooks coming
and coasts
soon
Wholescapes Approach to Marine
Natasha Bradshaw
University of the
WAMM Project
Management – interactive roadmap
West of England

